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HARVEY (ANTHONY)

   In CMCS 8 (Winter, 1984), pp. 87–100.
   Development in Celtic languages. Cf. D. Greene, Gemination, in Celtica 3
   (1956), pp. 284–289; The spirant mutation in Brythonic, in Celtica 7 (1966),
   pp. 116–119; K. H. Jackson, Gemination and the spirant mutation, in Celtica

   Challenges the view that OIr. Cothraige is a loan-word from Latin Patricius,
   and argues that it is a place-name with originally no relation to St. Patrick.

1643. Russell (Paul): A footnote to spirantization.
   In CMCS 10 (Winter, 1985), pp. 53–56.
   ad A. Harvey, in CMCS 8 (Winter, 1984), pp. 87–100.
   Harvey (A.) (ref.)

   that a degree of naturalised Latinity existed in Ireland by the mid-5th c. which
   complemented the contemporary use of ogam.
   Harvey (A.) (ref.)

1036. Harvey (Anthony): The Ogam inscriptions and their geminate consonant
   Symbols.

2157. Harvey (Anthony): Some significant points of early Insular Celtic
   orthography.
   Investigates the origin of the use of the digraphs th, ch and ph for the fricatives
   /θ/, /χ/ and /φ/ (or /ϕ/).

14894. Devine (Kieran), Harvey (Anthony) (forw. auth.): Clavis Patricii I: A
   computer-generated concordance to the Libri epistolaram of St. Patrick
   / Kieran Devine, with a foreword by Anthony Harvey.
   RIA DMLCS-AP, 3. Dublin: Royal Irish Academy, 1989. xv + 308
   pp.
   Rev. by
7759. Harvey (Anthony): The Ogham inscriptions and the Roman alphabet: two traditions or one?
    In AI 4/1 (Spring, 1990), pp. 13-14.

    In Celtica 21 (1990), pp. 178-190.

15186. Harvey (Anthony): Notes on Old Irish and Old Welsh consonantal spelling.

    In Celtica 22 (1991), pp. 48-63.
    Based on the proper names in Adomnán’s Vita Sancti Columbæ, MS Schaffhausen, Stadtbibliothek Generalia 1 (wr. in the early 8th c. by Dorbbéne, prob. in Iona).


12076. Harvey (Anthony): Latin, literacy and the Celtic vernaculars around the year AD 500.

    Earliest two references from Hisperica famina.


    I. cuvula in Vita S. Abbæ is a borrowing from Ir. cuile ‘kitchen’, found in the Irish version Betha Abin.

17136. Harvey (Anthony), Power (Jane), Ó Cróinín (Dáibhí) (forw. auth.): The non-Classical lexicon of Celtic Latinity. Volume 1: letters A-H / by Anthony Harvey and Jane Power, with Foreword by Dáibhí Ó Cróinín.

RIA DMLCS-CP, 1. Turnhout: Brepols, 2005. xlviii + 370 pp. (Royal Irish Academy Dictionary of Medieval Latin from Celtic sources; Constituent publications, 1 = Corpus Christianorum, Continuatio mediaevalis; Medieval Latin dictionaries, 2).


Contents of Pt. II: (pp. 13-16) Introduction, by Damian Bracken; (pp. 17-55) Report on the Codex Schaffhausen, Stadtbibliothek, Generalia 1, by Eric Graff; (pp. 56-69) Schaffhausen, Stadtbibliothek, Generalia 1: The history of the manuscript, by Jean-Michel Picard; (pp. 70-89) The Schaffhausen manuscript and the composition of the Life of Columba, by Mark Stansbury; (pp. 90-104) Some orthographic features of the Schaffhausen manuscript, by Anthony Harvey; (p. 105) A note on the Irish Manuscripts Commission and the Schaffhausen manuscript of Adomnán’s Vita Columbae, by Deirdre McMahon; Index.
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Harvey (Anthony), McMahon (Deirdre), Picard (Jean-Michel), Stansbury (Mark)


In Spoken and written language (2013), pp. 87-100.


In Linguistic and philological studies in Early Irish (2014), pp. 79-104.
   Includes a comparison with Latin in Ireland.


16830. Harvey (Anthony): Muirchú and his remi cymba: whence his Latin and its wordstore?

   Discusses the process of creation of two new Latin words by Virgilius Maro Grammaticus (Epitomae VI.7).

17150. Durkin (Philip), Harvey (Anthony): Spoken through: how scholarly dictionaries mediate the past.
   Part One: The Dictionary of Medieval Latin from Celtic Sources, by Anthony Harvey.